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Abstract

This thesis investigates the formulation of the inverse kinematic solution to
a class of heavy-cluty hydraulic reclundant manipulators. A method is present-

ed which utilizes the redundancy to avoid the joint limits, by minimizing a new
performance criterion. The proposed performance criterion which is a hyperbolic
function of the joint clistances from their mid-range, is shown to be aclvantageous

over similar criteria developed by othels. Both the joint limit avoidance capability
and the smoothness of the resulting joint velocities can be adjusted by the ap-
propriate choice of the parameters introduced in the criterion. Additionally, the
criterion includes weight factors to restrict the relative mobility of selected joints.

The application of this worlç is directed towards heavy-duty mobile equip-
ment used in primary inclustries. The general goal is to replace the conventional
multi-lever (joint-mode) control of these machines with a convenient single-joystick
(coordinatecl-motion) control. With this goal in mincl the method is further im-
provecl to avoicl the bounds on joints while utilizing the maximum pov/er available.
Efficient joint motions aÌe cletermined by incorporating both the required taslc ancl

dynamic constraints, i.e., end-effector desired speed and loading.
An efficient gradient projection optimization technique is adopted for the

numerical solution. The technique is fast and allows real-time applications. The
effectiveness of the scheme is clemonstrated through computer simulations of a
I(yser Spycler excavator- machine with one clegree of redundancy. Comparison
of simulation results with available experimental clata are also conductecl wliich
indicates that the clevelopecl scheme can produce joint tlajectories similar to what
an experienced opelator produces in a conventionai joint-mocle control.

1V
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CHAPTER, 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Human-operated machinery are being widely used in forestry, mining and

construction industries. Excavators and feller bunchers are two examples. These

machines are designed to perform heavy-duty tashs such as digging or loacling and

unloading heavy objects. They have mechanical linkages that utilize high power

hydr-aulic actriators for movement of valious joints. The clesirecl task is completecl

through activation of each link by mechanical levers. For example moving the

implement (bucket or the grapple) requiles simultaneous coorclination of three to

four levers. This type of control is normally referrecl to as "joint-mocle control".

The speed, dexterity and efficiency of the operation in this mode depends on the

experience of the operator.

The control levers in these machines do not translate the intuitive actions

initiated by the operator. The operator is hence required to lealn the coorclinatecl

movement of the control levers fol attaining various motions of the implement.

This is usually time consuming. Additionally, these machines are oper.ated in

unstructured environments with high level of vibrations, noise ancl heat. The

tension ancl stress for the operator is high, yet he must remain constantly alert in

order to accomplish the task, ancl at the same time, protect his/her own safety as
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well as the safety of others. Consiclering the above aspects, it will be beneficial to

automate the operation of these machines.

Functionally the operations of excavators and feller bunchers aÌe very similar

to robots ancl hence offer the possibility of applying the principles of robotics for

automating their operation. A successful implementation of this type of tech-

nology to these machines will make the operation safe, more productive and less

stressful for the operator (Cherchas, 1933). It should be noted however that, al-

though robots plove to be excellent substitutes for human labor in tasks that are

hazardous ancl hostile, they are still deficient in their adaptability to unstructured

environments such as those encountered by industrial machines. Recognition of

such environments become essential if intelligent online clecisions are to be made.

Human operators have the capability to adapt ancl react to the changes in

the surrounclings very quickly, whereas today's fully automated robots cannot

compete with the speed with which human responcls. As a result human cannot

be totally removed from the control loop; a situation unlikely to change over the

next few decades. Considerable work in the area of human supervisory control

has been clone by Chavez and Amazeen (1983), I(arklcainen ancl Manninen (1983),

Vaha and Halme (1984), and Sheridon (1936).

Recently the University of British Columbia (UBC) in collaboration with

Robotic Systems International Research (RSIR) and N¡IcMillan Bloadel Research

(MBR) implemented a "coordinated-motion control" concept on an instlumentecl

Caterpillar 2158 1 excavator (Lawrence et al. 1993). The encl-effectol of the ma-

rCaterpillar 2158 is manufactured by Caterpillar Lid.
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chine was controlled by velocity commands arising from a single joystick capable of

movement in three directions. The direction of the joystick action was the same

as the direction of the motion required at the end-effector. The lequired joint

motions were determined by inverse lçinematic proceclure and appropriate control

signals, were sent to each actuator. This concept which improved the machine op-

eration (Roper 19Sg) was the first step towards developing a human supervisory

control system. The objective of this thesis is to extend this concept further to

the class of heavy-duty machines with reclundancy. The focus is on cleveloping an

appropriate inverse kinematic solution to meet a set of requirements described in

the following section.

L.2 Objective and Scope of this Work

In this thesis, an inverse kinematic scheme is developed to utilize the reclun-

dancy present in many of the heavy-duty machines. This is expectecl to enhance

the control of these machines. The following requirements are considered during

the course of this study.

1. An operator is assumed to be present in the loop and hence the scheme

shoulcl be able to provicle solutions in real-time.

2. iVlachines of this category are hydlaulically actuated. As the piston ap-

proaches the limits of the cylincler (referred to as joint limits), the perfor-

mance of the actuator may present control problems. Therefore, joint limit

avoidance should be considered.
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3. The comfort of the operator must be considered by generating smooth vari-

ation in joint velocities.

4. The scheme should be able to fully utilize the power available at each joint.

The organization of this thesis is as foliows. A typical heavy-duty machine

with one degree of redundancy is first described in Chapter 2. A general review

of coordinated-motion control, as applied to such machines is explainecl next.

Compiexity of the inverse kinematic solution for such redundant machines is then

discussed. The importance of utilization of reclundancy to improve the control is

aiso outlined.

Chapter 3 will discuss the application of the gradient projection optimization

technique to solve for inverse lcinematics of reciundant manipulators for a given

performance criterion. The new performance cliterion developecl cluring the course

of this study is presentecl and is comparecl to the performance criter-ia previously

developed by other researchers. A novel scheme that works in conjunction with

the gradient optimization technique, to efficiently utilize the coupled power for

achieving the highest possible joint velocities, is also presented. The chapter

finally outlines the implementation of the algorithrn to the class of heavy-cluty

machines under investigation.

Chapter 4 presents the results of simulation stuclies conductecl using a PC -

based simulator, developed as part of this thesis. Conclusions are presentecl in

Chapter 5.



CHAPTER 2

RELEVANT BACKGROUND

A typical heavy-duty inclustrial machine (a Spyder l(aiser machine) 1 can

be best described with reference to Figure 2.1. The machine shown is a mobile

four-degree-of-freedom ledundant manipulator with an aclditional movable encl-

effector, namely the "bucket". The bucket is used to excavate the earth and carry

the loads to a drop-off point. It coulcl be substituted by other accessories such as

a "grapple" for holding ancl handling objects, lihe tree trunlçs. The motion of the

upper structure of the machine on the base carriage is proviclecl by a hyclraulic

motor through a geat'train. The other three linlçs are operatecl through prismatic

hydraulic actuators ancl as a result impose limits on the joint motion.

The whole machine can move forward or baclcward on its traclçecl unclercar--

riage. This degree of freedom, will provide theoretically an infinite workspace for

the machine. It can be easily seen that the structural and functional aspects of

these machines are very similar to robots. Therefore, they are goocl candidates for

applying the existing robotic technology. However, in the absence of the sensors to

monitot-and provicle feeclbaclc of the environment in which they operate, these ma-

chines cannot be converted into fully automatecl robotic systems. In the following

sections we will explain how the performance of these machines can be enhancecl

5

lspyder is lnanufacturecl by Kaiser Ltcl.
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by conversion of the basic motion fi.om a 'Joint-mode" to a "coorclinatecl-motion"

control. These two types of motion are explained in the following sections.

2.L Joint-mode Control

Joint-mocle control is a one-to-one mapping between the control inputs ancl

the link motions. For example each linlç of the machine shown in Figure 2.1 is

controllecl by a specific motion of the control lever that corresponds to that linlc.

A displacement of the lever from its micl position produces a propoïtional velocity

control command to each link.

Joint-mode control is easy to implement since it does not require any other

control action to be generated. Horvever, it requires the experience ancl skill of

Joysticks

Figure 2.L: A typical heavy-cluty inclustrial machine
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the operator to produce proper coordination amongst the links. For example, to

perform a task, such as scraping and leveling the ground, the operator brings the

bucket closer to the base at a constant height, as well as maintaining a constant

buclçet angle with respect to the ground. The operator is required to simultane-

ously activate all the links by coordinating the motion of the control levers. The

efficiency ancl accuracy of motion is thus directly dependent on the operator's

skill. The control can be made much simpler by replacing joint-mocle control with

coordinatecl-motion contr-ol.

2.2 Coordinated-motion Control

The most natural way of operating the machine is to be able to move the joy-

stick in a clirection the encl-effector is required to move. This coulcl be achievecl

using a single joystick having three degree-of-freeclom. The clirection of the move-

ment of the joystick indicates the direction in which the encl-effectol shoulcl move.

This will reduce the level of coordination required to move the end-effector in

any arbitrary direction. Under coordinated-motion control mode, the end-effector

of the manipulator is controllecl througli velocity commands generated from the

movement of the joystick.

In Coorclinated-motion control the extent to which the joysticlc is movecl

from the mid position normally corresponcls to the desirecl encl-effector velocity

in cartesian coorclinate system (X,Y and Z). In situations when the operator

is located within the cab and moves with the machine, the deflection of joystick

is chosen to correspond to the encl-effector movements in cylindrical coordinate
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system (4,^9 and,2). In this case'in/out'movement of the joystick gives the

radial velocity, 'left/right' movement procluces the proportional angular velocity

and 'up/down' movement controls the velocity of the end-effector along vertical

axis.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the various steps needed to control the end-effector of

coordinated-motion controlled machine. The joystick is sampled to get the appro-

priate velocity commands in chosen coorclinate system. Required joint angles ancl

Figure 2.2: Steps involved in a coorclinated-motion control.

joint velocities are then determinecl by solving the inverse l<inematics of the ma-

chine. Finally, appropriate control inputs are calculated and sent to the machine.

The second step in the sequence namely'solving the inverse lcinematics', is a hey

to many other issues dealt with in this thesis.

Human Operator

{où, {o,t}
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2.3 Redundancy in Manipulators

A manipulator which has mor-e than the minimum number of joints required

to track a desired trajectory, is called a redundant manipulator. Six degrees of

freedom are needed for arbitrarily positioning and orienting an object. Therefote,

a manipulator must have at least six joints to perform a tasl< in three dimensional

space to guarantee both position and orientation of the end-effector. In the case

where the orientation is not critical, only three clegrees of freedom are needecl

for positioning the object. Often manipulators are provided with more than the

minimum number of joints requirecl to perform a specific taslc . Additional joints,

referred to as redundant joints, are nol'mally utilizecl by the operator to avoid

joint limits, obstacles and to improve the clexterity of the machine.

From a l<inematic point of view the reciunclancy of a manipulator can result

in an infinite number of possible joint velocities for a specifiecl encl-effector ve-

locity. The right combination of joint velocities has to be determined through

global or local optimization of a performance criterion (Kazerounian and W'ang,

1987). Global optimization schemes (Nakamura et a1.,1937) are generally iter-

ative and computationally complex. Hence they are limitecl to off-line control

and programming only. Local optimization schemes, on the other hancl, instanta-

neously cletermine a joint trajectory such that, at each point along the trajectory,

a performance measure is locally optimizecl. The on-line irnplementation is es-

sential if the end-effector position and trajectory are to be continuously moclifiecl

based on feeclbaclc control system or by an operator. Several local optimization
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schemes have been investigated which include weighted minimum-norm (Whitney,

L972), gradient projection scheme (Liegeois, 1,977), extended Jacobian technique

(Baillieul, 19S5) ancl task priority-based redundancy control (Nakamura et al.,

1e87).

The weightecl minimum-norm solution minimizes the kinetic energy? with the

inertia matrix as the weighted matrix. The gradient projection scheme optimizes

a position-clependent scalar performance index by proper selection of a null space

vector of the jacobian. The extended jacobian technique combines the kinemat-

ics and the optimizatíon schemes into a set of equations whose unique solution

maximizes a performance criterion. The task priority based concept, clivides the

task into subtaslçs accorcling to the order of priority and determines the joint mo-

tions of robot manipulators basecl on the priority. Dubey et at. (Ig88) proposed

an efficient implementation of the gradient projection scheme for manipulators

with one degree of reclunclancy by introclucing the concept of particular ancl ho-

mogeneous solutions that together optimize a scalar performance criterion. Zghal

et al., (1990) later extended this technique for multiple degrees of redundancy and

utilizecl the graclient projection method to solve for the joint velocities subject to

satisfying a perfolmance criterion appropriate for joint limit avoiclance.

Next Chapter will cliscuss the implementation of the graclient projection op-

timization technique to the class of machines under investigation.

10



CHAPTER, 3

FORMULATION OF THE
INVERSE KINEMATIC SOLUTION

This chapter describes the formulation of the inverse kinematic solution as

applied to the class of heavy-duty redundant machines under investigation. A new

performance criterion is presented to determine appropriate joint velocities and

also to heep the various joints from reaching their limits. Previous investigations

showecl that hydraulic prismatic actuators used in heavy-duty hydraulic machines

usually exhibit control problems near cylinder encls (Sepehri, 1990) and thus pre-

venting them from reaching their limits is desirable fr-om the control point of

view.

The gradient projection technique is used to soive for the inverse kinematic

solution while optimizing the new performance criterion. The method is basically

a local optimization approach and therefore allows to achieve real-time computa-

tion. The real-time computation is essential since human is present in the control

Ioop. The gradient optimization technique is clescribed first in this chapter.

A new performance criterion that keeps the joints from reaching their limits

as well plocluce smooth joint velocities by appropriate selection of the parameters

introcluced in the folrnulation will also be plesented in this chapter. A novel

algorithm is also developed, which in conjunction with the new criterion, will

be able to utilize the overall hyclraulic powel more efficiently. This is followecl by

11
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demonstration of the scheme for efficient utilization of the coupled power. Finally,

a scheme to have more control over individuai joints, is included.

3.1- Gradient Projection Method

Consider an n degree-of-freedom manipulator having n joint coordinates

0t , 0z .t ' ' ' ¡ 0r. The kinematic equation describing rn inclependent variables de-

noting the end-effector displacement and orientation (m < 6), using these joints,

(" > *) is given by

x:JO, (3.1)

where x is an rn-dimensional velocity vector consisting of translational and rota-

tional velocities of the encl-effector ancl ó ir un n-climensional joint velocity vector.

The (m x n) matrix J is lcnown as the Jacobian matrix.

If J is square ('i.e., m: n) ancl of full rank, it could be invertecl to evaluate

the unique set of joint velocities O, required to achieve the d.esired end-effector

motion x (Inverse kinematic solution). On the other hand, if J is singular or

r-ectangular ('i.e., m 1n), there exist an infinite joint velocity solutions O, thut

satisfy Equation (3 1). For such cases lVhitney (1969) has shown that a solution

that minimizes the norm of the joint velocity vector (OtO) is cleterminecl by

O¡z¡r : J+ x,

¡+ : Jt (J Jt)

(3.2)

(3 3)

J+ is the iVloore-Penrose generalizecl inverse or pseudoinveme of the Jacobian J.
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A more general solution was later proposed which determines O by minimiz-

ing or maximizing a given objective function H : H(A). The objective function

is formulated based on some criteria to improve the performance of the manipu-

lator; e.9., preventing joint limits, avoicling singularity, etc. The solution nameiy,

'graclient projection method' (Ben-Israel and Greville Ig74 and Liegeois 1977) is

formulated as below:

o:J+x+k(I-J+J)v,FI,

13

(3.4)

where f is an (n x n) identity matrix, (I -.1+l¡ is the null space projection matrix

and V,t/ is the gradient vector of I{ given as:

vH :19! aH aH g!1'
1,001 002 ð0¿ 00"1

(3.5)

The scalar k in Equation (3.4) is a gain constant. k is positive when ,F/ is to be

maximizecl ancl negative, otherwise. A largel value of k will optimize H at afaster

rate. However, k is limited by bounds on the joint velocities (Euler et al.,19SS).

Referring to Equation (3.4), the solution obtained by gradient projection

methocl consists of two terms. The fir'st term, J+x, is the minimum-norm least-

squares solution shown in Equation (3.a). The second term, (I - .l+l¡VfI, is a

homogeneous solution in the null space of Jacobian J, which corresponcls to the

manipulator's self motion. Self motion is a set of joint motions that does not

contribute to the end-effector motion.

The initial attempt to apply Equation (3.a) was computationally complex and

clid not allow for real-time implementation (Klein and Huang, i983). An efficient
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implementation of this scheme for one degree of redundancy \l/as first proposecl

by Dubey et aI., (1988). The approach was later extended for manipulators hav-

ing multipie degrees of redundancy (Zghal et aL, 1gg0). One advantage of this

implementation is that it does not requite the computation of the pseudoinverse

Jacobian J+, and thus allows more efficient formulation for determining the joint

velocities. This scheme is detailed in the following section.

3.2 Efficient Solution to Gradient Projection Method

The approach is based on the fact that a joint velocity vector O satisfying

Equation (3.1) can be expressed as

O : Op * On, (3.6)

where op € .R" is a particular solution of Equation (3.1) ancl o¡, € .R" is a

homogeneous solution satisfying

J Oh : 9(rnx1),

T4

(3.7)

with O e R* being the zero vector.

In order to solve for Oo ancl O¡r, the Jacobian J is partitionecl into a non-

singular square matrix J1 and the remaining matrix Jo. Jr contains any rn incle-

pendent columns of the Jacobian J. The remaining r columns of J are expressecl

as an (m x r) matrix J¡. Hele r : n - m is the number of degrees of reclunclancy.

By rearranging the columns of J ancl the corresponcling elements of ó, Equation
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(3.1) can be rewritten as:

Jy"') J?"^)

15

(3.8)

It is noted that a singularity analysis is required to determine the conditions under

which rn indepenclent column vectors can always be found. Different column

arrangements, each corresponding to a different singularity condition of J1, may

be consider.ed to constantly produce a non-singular square matrix J1.

The particular solutiot Oo is obtained by setting the first r elements of Oo

to zeros, and solving Equation (3.8) for the remainingm elements. The solution

is representecl as foliows:

g(rx1)

öp: (3.e)

The homogeneous solution O¡, is an element of the r-dimensional null space

of J. Assuming that the null space of J is spannecl by a linearly indepenclent set

of r joint velocity vectors, namely Onr, Ot r, . . . , ón,, the homogeneous solution

O¡ is given by

x- o.

O¡, : ,cr Onr I rc2 Ø62 |

: lOn, On, Oh,"]

T

*rc"O¡":Ð6"Oh",
s=1

Ê, (3.10)
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where Ê': þq th rc.]" is a leal vector. The homogeneous solution o¡. can be

determined by assuming the fir-st r elements of On to be equal to the respective

elements of vector Ë, and solving Equation (3.7) for the remaining (n-r) elements

results in:

J(rxr)

Oh: frxl) (3. 1 1)

- þÍ-'-,]-t J[-*'¡

Note that the column vectors of the (n x r) matrix shown in the braclçet on

the right-hand-side of Equation (3.11) make up the set of linearly inclependent

homogeneous solutions (O¡1, Onr, '. . , Orr,"). This then sets the basis for the null

space of J. Substituting Equation (3.9) and (3.11) into Equation (3.6) yielcls the

following joint velocity solution:

(3.12)

[Jr]-t (x - Jo Ë)

In order to find the minimum-norm least squales solution for joint velocity

vector as in Equation (3.3), the values of rc" (s : r,2,...,r) are calculatecl to

minimize the square of the nolm of O. This is achievecl by taking tlie partial

cler-ivatives of the right sicle of Equation (3.12) with respect to Æ" and equating

16

ti

o:op+ÐÆ"oh":
s:1
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them to zero as shown below;

allollr:ue'"1 ¡ r \".
0n" aeJ:'("o+foo¡'o) on":0' s:1'2'"'r' (3'13)

If the set of homogeneous solutionr (Onr, Onr, ... , On.) is or.thogonal to the

Jacobian, the scalar constants ,6s can be solved as (Zghal et al.,1gg0);

l6s:- (3.14)

Hence, the minimum-norm least-squares joint velocity vectol solution, ooo", 
"*-

pressed in terms of the particular solution, Op, ancl the orthogonal set of homo-

geneous solutions, On, , On, r . . . 
r O¡r, is given by;

T7

9o 
t 

9n"
on" " on"

o,* : óp- Lå*"Hun"1 ,

: op - É (""t û,) rr,,
s:1

whele û" is the unit vector in the clirection of O¡", ancl is given by:

^ On"
IIss-

t/On" " Or,"

(3.15)

(3.16)

Referring to Equation (3.15), the minimum-norm least-squares solution is

obtained by subtracting from the particular solution of Op, its components along

the orthogonal homogeneous solutions. It is clear that the orthogonality of the

homogeneous solution is necessary, so that subtracting from Oo itr component

along one homogeneous solution, wili not plocluce any nelv components in other

directions of the homogeneous solutions.

The next step is to find the joint velocity solution given by Equation (3.a)
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for optimizing the performance criterion H(O). To obtain this, the projection of

the gradient vector V-F1 onto the null space of J, is added to the minimum-norm

solution given by Equation (3.6). The solution to the projection of the gradient

vector VIl onto the null space of J can be shown to be as follows (ZghaIet. at.,

1ee0):

18

(3.17)
s:1

Adding the solution repÌesentecl by Equation (3.17) to the minimum-normsolution

given in Equation (3.15) results in

(r-r+r)vr/ : å(#"*) .n",

Ë (""'o") o".

o : op-Ë(""'o") o"+kÉ (on' û") r,"
s:1 s:1

: op-Il(o"'o") *r(vø'o")] o".
s:1

The value of k may be cleterminecl basecl on joint velocity bounds (see

al., 1988).

(3.18)

Euler eú
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3.3 Joint Limit Avoidance Criteria (H)

3.3.1 Previous'Work

The performâ,nce of the reclundant manipulator may be judged in terms of a

performance criterion such as avoiding the joint limits. Liegeois (1977) proposecl

the following performance criterion which takes into account the joint's distance

from their limits.

19

(3.1e)

wlrere n is the numbel of joints (n:4 for Kaiser Spyder), d¡ is the curlent joint

angle and,0¡nro, and 0¡ua are the upper and the lower limits ot 0¡, respectively.

À4inimizing the above critelion will prevent the joints from reaching their.physical

bouncls. The gr.aclient of 1/1 is a vector given by:

(3.20)

where

(3.21)

This criterion ancl its graclient for various joint positions, is graphically shown

in Figure 3.1. As shown in the figure, the graclient of the criterion assignsto each

joint, a weight which is linearly proportional to the distance of the joint from its

mid-range value.

Klein and Chirco (1987) suggestecl the following measure of joint range avail-
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ability:

Hr(î¡):Ð(0j - oj,"), .

j=1
(3.22)

where 0¡,"is the desirecl joint angle state and is normally chosen as the middle of

the joint range. The gradient of I12 is

2l

(3.23)

(3.24)

The characteristic of. H2, clescribed by Equation (3.22), is graphically shown

in Figure 3.2. It is seen tliat this formulation also assigns to each joint a weight

proportional to the joint distance from the desired joint state.

Referring to Figules 3.1 and 3.2, both criteria .I/1 and I12 appear to be

identical. However, since f/2 >> Ht, the performance criterion Ë/z will result

in optimizing the joint limits faster if k in Equation (3.1S) is not calculatecl basecl

on joint velocity bouncls. \Mhen k is determined based on maximum joint velocity

limits (for example using method proposed by Euler eú. o/., 1g88), H1 and H2

will be scaled proportionally and will produce simila¡ results.

A thilcl performance criterion was later introduced by Zgha| et al., (1gg0):

H,(0r\: + (0i,¡'to' - 0i,¡¿;n)z
a\ J / 

7- (0¡,r", - 0)(0¡ - ?¡,un)'

The gradient of 1/3 is given as:

AHs : (0 j,tto, - 0j,u¿n)2(0j,un, - 20 j l0 j,m¿n)

00¡ [(L¡,nro*-Ð(0¡-nffi'-' i:r,2,"',n' (3'25)

This cr-iterion is shown in Figure 3.3. The graclient is not linear ancl assigns higher
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values when the joint appr-oaches the joint limits.

3.3.2 New Performance Criterion

During the course of this study, a more general performance criterion namely

Hn(0) was developed which was found to be most appropriate for the purpose of

our application:

Hn(o¡): É "o,n(ô rJ$-\, (8.26)
j:l \ uj,Ma:c-v¡,luIin/

where 0¡," is the desirecl joint angle state ancl is normally chosen as the miclclle

of the joint range. The new performance cliterion is a hyperbolic ftrnction of the
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joint angles and is to be minimized. The gradient of f/a is:

23

(3.27)

Referring to Equation 3.26 a factor / is introduced which allows better control

over the joint limit avoidance capacity of the criterion. Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 ancl

3.7 shows how / affects the performance of Ha. As seen from Figure 3.4, at lower

values of @, criterion Ha is nearly linear and performs similar to criteria.tfi and

//2. As / increases (see Figures 3.5 to 3.7), the criterion assigns higher ancl higher

values to joints as they approach their limits. As a result the joint limit avoidance

capability of the criterion increases with r/. However, as will be demonstrated

later, a lower value of / generates gradually changing joint velocities but may not

effectively avoid the joints from reaching their limits. The joint limit capability

can be enhancecl using higher values of. þ, at the cost of graclually changing joint

velocities.

The new gradient of new criterion is compared to other criterion in Figure

3.3.2. As is clear from the fugure the criterion can be configured to set the joint

limit avoiclance capability by selecting a suitable value of r/. The performance

of all the criteria cliscussecl in this section will be evaluated with an example in

Section 4.3.

W 
: q;:t',*'i"h (d #=i,*)
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Criterion H4 for þ = 1
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3.4 fmplementation to Industrial Machines

In this section, the gradient optimization technique is applied to solve the

inverse hinematics of a Kaiser- Spyder machine shown in Figure 2.1. The focus

will be on the application of the proposed performance criterion, formulated in

Equation (3.26). The scheme is implemented both in Cartesian and Cylindrical

coordinate systems. For the case when operator is not present on the machine,

his/hel commands will be interpreted in Cartesian coorclinates; i.e., the 'up/clown'

movement of the joystick represents the motion of the end-effector along the Z

axis (see Figure 2.1) while the 'left/right' and 'in/out' motions of joystick will

produce the motion along the X and Y axis, respectively.

For the case when operator is pr-esent on the machine, the joysticlc comma-

nds will be interpreted in Cylindrical coorclinates; i.e., the 'left/right' motion of

the joystick will procluce the rotation of the machine about a vertical axis, the

'up/down' motion of the joystick will control the height of the end-effector ancl

the'in/out'motion of joystick will control the radial motion of the end-effector.

The lcinematic parameters of the Spyder are shown in Appenclix A.

3,4.1 Cartesian Coordinate Mode

Contr.olling the three Cartesian variables corresponding to the translational mo-

tion of the encl-effector of a stationary Spycler machine, results in one clegree of

ledundancy. This reclunclant joint can be used to improve the manipulator's per-

formance by avoiding the joints from reaching their limits. In such a case the

27
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kinematic solution given by Equation (3.1) reduces to

vT : Jr Qr,

": f" 
t rrz rrs '-l

28

where vT : [X, V, ù1T i" the translationai velocity vector in Cartesian workspace

of the Spyder's end-effector and J7 is the (3 x 4) Jacobian associatecl with the

translational motion of the end-effector. The derivation of J7 is given in Appendix

A. Jz can also be written as

(3.28)

(3.2e)

where J7¿ represents the contribution of the ith joint to the end-effector's transla-

tional motion. The joint velocity vector @r e Ra contains the three revolute joint

velocities àr,0r,á3 ancl a prismatic joint velocity ia. From Equation 3.4, the joint

velocity vector 07 for optimizing a performance criterion II(07) is

@r : Jä tt + k(I - Jä J") Vf/. (3.30)

independent

Thus, Equa-

The non-singular (3 x 3) matrix J1 is constructed from any three

columns of. J7, and the remaining column malces up the vector J6.

tion (3.28) can be rewritten as:

frvr:I .r3", J?.tI o2".ttLI
(3.31)
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Note that the elements of 07 are rearranged to be of the same orcler as the columns

of the matrix on the right side of (3.31). For the Spyder, foul arrangements of

the columns of J7 are possible. Simulation stuclies have shown that the following

arrangement

(3.32)

results in a singular matrix J1. The other three aÌrangements result in different

algorithmic singularities; however., switching amongst them will avoid possible

singularities.

Using the solution obtainecl in (3.18), the joint velocity vector 07 can be

founcl to be:

ro: J^ and ,, : 
fr, 

Jrs rr-] ,

Ø,:öp,r- l("o,rtor) +k(vHt.t )] rtr,

where Op,z is the particular solution given by

6(txt)

op,r:

(3.33)

(3.34)

[tÍt.t,]-t vrtt*t)

û7 is the unit vector in the direction of the homogeneous solution O¡,7 (see
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Equation 3.15), and is given by

1(1 
x 1)

orr,z :
- ['tÍt-t']-t J[a*r¡

(3.35)

3.4.2 Cylindrical Coordinate Mode

In the case when operator is present in the machine, the algorithm utilizes cylin-

clrical coordinates. Note that in Cartesian coordinates the size of the Jacobian

matrix J was (3 x a). In Cylindrical coorclinates the Jacobian is reducecl to a (2 x 3)

matrix. This is due to the fact that the wollcspace in Cylinclrical coorclinates can

be represented by a vertical plane and rotation of this plane about a veltical axis

(see Figure 3.9). Since the 'left/right' motion of the joystick is clirectly assignecl

to the rotation of the cabin, only two variables ,9 ancl ,9 ale left to be controllecl

in a vertical plane using three linlcs (boom, stick ancl extencler'). In this case the

'left/right, motion of the joystick corresponds to the peripheral velocity S : Rït

and not the angular velocity d1 of the swing. The angular velocity d1 is equal to

,97.R, *h"te ,R is the raclial clistance of the enci-effector from the axis of ¡otation

(see Figure 3.9). The kinematic equation given by (3.1), then r-ecluces to

vR : Jn On, (3.36)

where vp is the translational velocity in a vertical plane and J¿ is the (2 x 3)

Jacobian associatecl with the translational motion of the end-effector in a veltical

plane. The delivation of J¿ is given in Appenclix A. The Jacobian J¿ can also be

30
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Figure 3.9: Manipulator in Cylindrical coordinates

wlitten as:

o¿ : JË r* + k(I - J; JA) vt/. (3.38)

The non-singular (2 x 2) matrix J1 is constructecl from any two inclepenclent

columns of J¿ and the remaining column form J6. Equation (3.36) can then be

tl
I

J o: I J o, Jn¡ .lon | , (3.37)
llLI

wheÌe J¿¿ replesents the contlibution of the i¿À .¡oint to the encl-effector motion

in the vertical plane. The joint velocity vector On € .R3 contains the two revolute

joint velocities d2,d3 and a prismatic joint velocity dn. Th"joint velocity vector

ö¿ for optimizing a performance criterion Ë/(O¡) is given by
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written as:

(3.3e)J3*', 
'?.',] 

OA.vR:

The elements of O¿ are rearrangecl to be of the same order as the columns of the

matrix on the r-ight side of (3.39). For the Spyder machine, three arrangements

of the columns of J¿ are possibie. The preliminary stuclies have shown that the

first arrangement

g(txt)

op,,?:

ll
Jo: Jnz and J1 : I Ja: Jonl ,

I I ' 
(3'40)

LJ
results in a non-singular matrix J1, most of the times. The other two arrangements

resuit in different algorithmic singularities and switching amongst them will avoicl

all these singularities. Using the solution obtained in (3.18), the joint velocity

vector Oiz is found to be

oo : öp,n - l("o,"t oo) + k (vH t iro)] ".. (8.41)

where Öp,n is the palticulal solution

(3.42)

[rÍ'.',] 
1 

v*(z*r)

the clirection of the homogeneous solution O¡r,¿, andand û7 is the unit vector in
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is given by
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1(t x l)

Or,,n :
- ltÍ'"',]-'J[2"'¡

(3.43)

A comparison of the two Jacobians J¡ and Ja, reveals that the Jacobian J¡¿

is simpler and as a result relatively less computation time will be required for the

representation in Cylindrical coordinates as compared to Cartesian coordinates.

3,4.3 Inclusion of Power Limitation

As mentioned previously, the movement of joints that does not contribute to any

encl-effector motion is referled to as 'self motion'. In the case of reclunclant links,

the calculated joint solution includes the joint motions requirecl to move the encl-

effector as weli as the self joint motion. The self motion can be scalecl up or clown

without affecting the end-effector trajectory. A scaling factor Ic can be used to

maximize the optimization effect.

Enler et aI. (1988) introduced a method to calculate the appropriate value of

k based on bouncls of joint velocities introduced by hardware. lc,no, and. k*¿n are

calculatecl as following:

33

kn / O-o" - O" -O-"'' - óu'l,ati: -'"(-ff'-ff) (3'44)

lí, ( a*^rt-P2t -Ö-"'' - óo'\,,in;: -t'(ff,-T) (3.45)

where Ømax; is maximnm joint velocity for the 'i¿¡, joint, oo, i, the particular
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solution and O¿, is the homogeneous solution (see Equation 3.6). k*o, and k*;n

can then be selected as:

It*o,

k*in

min(k^or, k*o*r, . . . k*orn),,

max(k*¿nrrk*¿nr, . . .k*¿n^)

The value of k will be k^o* for maximization aîd k*¿n for minimization of

the performance criterion H(O)

In heavy-duty machines the hydraulic power clemanded by various joints may

vary depencling on the task. Although these machines are equippecl with certain

amount of power, it will be beneficial to loolc at allocating maximum power to

those joints requirecl to perform a certain task. For example, the boom r-equires

more hydraulic power than the stick or the extender for the same joint movements.

The maximum achievable joint velocities are therefore clepenclent on the loacling

and the required number of simultaneous joint motions for. perfolming the clesirecl

task. If only one or two joints are engaged, all the power can be utilized to

activate these two links and higher joint velocities can be achieved; whereas, if all

foul joints ar-e engaged, the powel will be distributed amongst these four joints

ancl lower joint velocities may be the result. Thus, the commandecl joint speecls

may not be achievable as the result of these constraints ancl the joint velocity

limits neecl to be calculatecl and updated.

In the case of coorclinated-motion control when high encl-effector speecl ale

requiled, the clirection of the end-effector velocity is given importance rather than

its magnitucle. For example, when the operator fully deflects the joystick, his in-
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tention is to achieve the highest possible encl-effector velocities in the commanded

direction at that particular instance.

Depending upon the total hydraulic power available, Sepehri (1990) proposed

an algorithm which determines in advance, whether the joint velocities specified

for a motion are achievable or not. The scheme talces into account that in hydrauli-

cally actuated manipulators, each joint velocity can be related to the hydraulic oil

flow clirected to its actuator. Using this approximation, the clesired oil flow rates

from the main line to the corresponcling actuators are first calculated based on

the desired joint velocities. These clesired flow rates are then checked against the

maximum availabie flow rates from the pumps. Any violations should be modified

by equally scaling clown all the desirecl joint velocities. The clesired path is still

obtained but at a lower velocity.

The above procedure provides a scaling factol p. p > I rneans the desirecl

joint velocities are achievable ancl the extra poweÌ available can be used to op-

timize some performance criteria. p < 1 means the desired joint velocities are

not achievable and should be scaled down. Multiplication of p with desired joint

velocities will give the maximum achievable joint velocities.

Let Oo ancl O¿ be the particular ancl hornogeneous solutions as given in

Equation (3 6). Öo i. th" requirecl motion of joints necessaÌy to achieve the encl-

effector velocity and O¿ is the self motion. The minimum-nolm, least squares

solution O¡a¡¿ can be calculatecl from Oo ancl O¿ as outlinecl in Equation (:.f5).

This solution is used as the desired velocity to cietermine the scalar f.actor p.

PØuu is the maximum joint velocities that can be achievecl without any joint
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limit avoiclance.

A factor B is now introduced to control the optimization effect. For example

a value of B : 0.2 indicates that at least 20% of the achievable joint velocities

should be used for joint limit avoidance purposes and the rest for actually moving

the end-effector. k can then be calculated based on B and p.

Let, lt^o, and lc*¿, be the uppeÌ and lower limits on the scalar constant k,

such that the joint velocities for all the joints are within bounds. Three cases may

resuit:

Case Lz p)7+p,

which means that only fraction of the total available power is required to

perform the actual tash and that the requir-ecl encl-effector velocities are

easily achievable. In this case, k*o,. and kn ¿n, are determinecl to maximize

the joint limit avoiclance capability:

Øn o*, - O¡,¡¡r,
kmat' : ff\ãx -ö^or, - o¡¿¡r¡

l------------I--
k)¡l¡Oã.

(3.46)

(3.47)

and

t- _ *,- (ö*o*, - Orr", -6*o*, - Orr", \Kmin;: -t" (-__5* ,----6;, 
)

whele ö,,o,,: pØm¡v, anclO¡¡,: (VøtO") û, (seeEquation3.18). The

desired encl-effector velocity is achievecl along with the maximum optimiza-

tion ( more or equal to the clesired level of B ).

Case 2: p1L+p,

showing that both the requirecl end-effector velocities and the optimizalion
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(B) arc not achievable. In this case, the required end-effector velocity is

reduced bV Ø - B). For example, given þ : 0.2 (20%) and p - 1.1, in order

to keep the desired level of optimization (,i.e., þ : 0.2) the required encl

effector velocities needs to be recluced bV Ø - P : 0.9). Ic^or, and k*¿n, are

therefore determined as follows:

t-J¡

k*ir¡: Íilin

-Ømar¿

-@^o*,-(p-þ)@uw
o¡¡;

- þ)Øuu,-_9
Oø¡

(3.48)

(3.4e)

and

Case 3z p1B,

which indicates that the required optimization can't be achievecl. In this

case, the required end-effector velocity is reducecl by p and optimization

is reclucecl to zero. As an example, suppose þ : 0.2 (20%) and p - 0.1,

which is even less than the required optimization level þ. In such a case the

required end-effector velocities are scaled down by p :0.1 and k is set to

zero.

This scheme is non-iter-ative, hence is fast ancl can be usecl for real-time applica-

tions.
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3.4.4 Scaling Relative Movements

Referring to Section 3.3, the gradient of I/ in Equation (3.a) is a vectol given by

38

(3.50)

A weighing factor a¿ câ,Ít further be introduced in this equation to offer more

control over the individual joints as follows (Zghal,1990):

",:l###H]',

vH:1",#, *,# *,# "^#^] , (3.51)

Assigningequal values for a¿ (for example a¿ :1for ¿' :!,2,...,n), gives equal

weights to all the joints. In such a case, for a specific end-effector velocity all

the joints are likely to move equally and their movement is only depenclent upon

theit'current status (i.e., joint position within the joint limits) as well as on the

performance critelion utilizecl. A relatively high value of c¿ makes the joint less

likely to move, keeping the joint in the micl range. If one considers the coorclinatecl-

motion control of heavy-duty machines, the parameter a¿ cãfi be used for the

following ca,ses:

Case 1: As compared to other links, "boom" is a heavy link; its rapicl movements may

generate undesir-able reactions leacling to machine's instability. By assigning

a relatively high value of a, as compared to other joints, the movement of

the boom can be minimized. In this case the machine is more likely to use

the other joints to achieve the clesired end-effector velocity. "Boom" will

only be used if its use is absolutely necessary.
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Case 2: The machine mobility can also be introducecl in the inverse kinematic solu-

tion as an additional degree-of-freedom ('forwarcl/baclçward' or 'left/right'

motion). Assigning a comparativety high value to the corresponcling a, will

allow the machine to move 'forward/bachward' or 'left/right' only if it is

absolutely necessary. An example would be when the talget point is outsicle

the work envelop of the machine.

39
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SIMULATION STUDIES

Details of simulation studies conducted to validate the formulation of the in-

verse kinematic solution are presented in this chapter. Section 4.1 presents the

joint limit avoidance capabilities of the scheme when applied to the Spyder ma-

chine (shown in Figure 2.1). Section 4.2 compares the results from simulation

stuclies with experimental data. The experimental clata was previously collect-

ed from an instrumentecl Caterpillar 2158 excavator. Section 4.3 demonstrates

the effectiveness of the clevelopecl joint-limit avoiclance criterion when compalecl

to other performance criteria. Section 4.4 ctesclibes the capabilities of the new

joint avoiclance performance criterion and finalty Section 4.5 inclucles a scheme to

improve the control over individual joint motions.

Figure 4.1 shows the developed PC-based simulator. It utilizes a three degree-

of-freedom joystick interfaced to a PC-486, 33Mhz computer through a DAS-16

analogue to digital conversion card. The joystick produces a voltage signal (0-

i2volt) proportional to the cleflection of the joystick from the micl-position (in

the three principal X,Y and Z directions). These voltages are then converted

from analogue to cligital format by the A/D conversion board. The convertecl

cligital numbers which represent the required end-effector velocity, are input to the

simulation progÌam. The simulation program (written in C) utilizes the inverse

kinematic scheme formulated in Chapter 3 in order to calculate tlie joint motions.

40
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The graphic mocluie of the simulator displays joint posilions, velocities arrcl end-

effector position and also provides 3D animation of the machine.

ht

Figure 4.1: PC-based simula,tor

4.L Joint Limit Avoidance

This section discusses the effectiveness of the joinl limit avoidance criterion

cleveloped. The four-clcgree-of-freeclom Sp;,clcr machine shou'n in Figure 2.1 u'ith

the link parameters as listecl in Table 4.1 rva,s mocleied. A simulation is pelformed

by having the end-effector follorv a.n arbitrar]'trajectory macle of straight-line

segments. The encl-cffcctor tra.cks such trajectories at constant vclocil.r'rvith ac-
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Iable 4.1: I(inematic parameters of Spyder

Jornt 1\o. Lrnk nâme Min. joint limit Max. joint limit Link Lensth
1

2
Dt)

4

Swing
Boom
Stick

Extender

-190"
-20
-145'
0.1m

180"
60"

-45"
1.lm

2.8m
L.4m

0.6 t 0.5m

accelerating and decelelating segments at the beginning and at the end of each

path segment, respectively. The acceleration and deceleration pattern was similar

to the one presentecl by Paul (1981). With reference to Figure 4.2, the simulatecl

work cycle is as follows:

1. The encl-effector starts fi'om a home position and moves to position 1. This

position replesents the beginning of a scraping cycle.

2. The encl-effector then moves horizontally towarcls position 2 close to the

base to simulate the scraping motion.

At the end of operation 2, when the bucl<et is full, the end-effector extends to

a "dump position" represented by position 3. End-effector stays for approx-

imately six seconcls at "clump position" simulating the dumping operation.

The final step is to retract the implement (empty bucket) to the staring

position (position 1).

Each segment lasts 6 seconds bringing the total task time to 30 seconcls.

Positions 1 ancl 2 arc chosen to be close to the boundary of the work envelope

of the manipulator. These positions were chosen purposely to evaluate the joint

42
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limit avoidance capability of different performance criteria when the joints are

subjected to extreme motions.

Figure 4.3 shows the end-effector position (in Cartesian coor.dinates). Figure

4.4 shows the end-effector velocity generated during the task. The end-effector

Position 1

(4.5, 0, -1)

Figure 4.2: Typical excavation duty cycle.

velocity depends upon the distance between two positions'i.e., the time allowecl to

covel that distance ancl the acceleration time factor. The accelerating/clecelelating

time factor cletelmines the acceleration/cleceler.ation periocl. It was arbitrarily

chosen as 0.2 times the tr-avel time for each segment. The encl-effector velocity

profile mimics an icleal joystick command input and therefore was usecl in the
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6

5

4

J

a

I

0

-l

-2
0

Figule 4.3:

5101520253035
Time (sec)

Encl-effector position in a typical cluty cycle.
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inverse kinematic program to solve for the required joint velocities.

All the four performance criteria (Ht, Hz,I13 and .FIa discussed in Section 3.3)

for joint limit avoidance \/ere tested for the above selected path. In this section

we only present the results obtained using the joint limit avoidance criterion Ha.

The results for other criteria will be presented iater in section 4.3.

The angular joint velocities and displacements for swing, boom, sticlc ancl

extender are shown in Figures 4.5,4.6 4.7 and 4.8 shows the linear velocity and

displacements of the extencler. The gradually changing joint velocities proclucecl

low leveis of acceleration and velocities which are well within the normal range of

operation, as will be shown later with comparison to the actual machine operation

in Section 4.2. Other simulation studies also provecl that the scheme generates

smooth joint motions for any end-effector velocity. Smooth joint motions are

expectecl to contlibute to operator's comfort as well as prolong the life of the

machine. It is seen that all the joints duling the task lemainecl within their

bounds (see Table 4.1), even though the end-effector moved to extreme positions.

For example, referring to Figure 4.6, near ú : 1b sec. the compensatory motion

in ledunclant joints were successfully utilized to prevent joint 2 from r.eaching its

joint limit of 60'.

on a 486-33M H z PC, with a sampling frequency of 50H z the program ran

at 50% of the r-eal time speed without any graphic output. The program was

also run at the Telelobotic Laboratoly at UBC on the flight simulator with faster

graphics. The scheme proved to be robust and the results which inciuclecl the

interaction i,vith the human operator were satisfactory. lVhile performing some
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Figure 4.5:

r0 15 20 25 30
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Revolute joint velocities (f/a Cliterion).
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Figur-e 4.6: Revolute joint clisplacements (lIa Criterion).
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Joint 4 
-

o s 10 ti,*" tr.3o 2s 30

Figure 4.7: Extender velocity (H¿, Criterion).
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taslçs such as moving the log, the operator successfully avoicled the joini limits

using the proposed scheme in real-time.

4.2 Comparison to Experimental Results

In this section data obtained from experimental studies are compared with

those from simulation. The objective was to compare the joint motions generated

by the scheme to those produced by an operator for an identical task.

A three degree-of-freedom 2158 Caterpillar excavator available at UBC was

utilized to provide the experimental clata. This is the only fully instrumentecl,

teleoperated heavy-cluty machine available in Canacla. An operator \¡/as asked

to perform a specific task on this machine using a joint-mode control. The encl-

effector moved from a iow altitude position ciose to the Cab to a high altitucle

position locatecl far away from the cab, before returning to the initial position

(slrown as path 1-2 in Figure a.9). The total cycle time for this tash was recorclecl

as 15.4 seconds. The joint angles were sampled at 50 Hz. Using these data and

the kinematic information of the machine, the end-effector velocity profile was

calculated. The velocity data was then filtered to obtain an analogous joystick

input to the simulation program. The simulation program used these velocity

commands as joystick commands for input to the four degree-of-freeclom moclel of

Kaiser machine (shown in Figure 2.1). The output clata from the simulator was

synchronized to corresponcl to the time intervals for which experimental data was

available

All link parameters for the Caterpillar 2I5B excavator are given in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2: Kinematic parameters of 2158 Caterpillar excavator.

Joint No. Lrnlç name Min. joint limit I Max. joint limit Lrnk Length

Table 4.3: I(inematic parameters used for simulator.

The linlc palameters for the simulation was selected cor.respondingly. As shown

in Figur-e 2.1, joints 3 ancl 4 of Spyclel are revolute ancl prismatic, respectively.

The length of link 3 is chosen as 1.2m and length of link 4 (prismatic) can vary

from 0.1 to 1.1m with the middle position being 0.6m. In comparison, the ex-

perimental machine for which data was available \ryas a three degree-of-freedom,

non-reclundant machine. Linlç 3 of this manipulator is revolute with a length of

1.8m. Thus, when link 4 of Spyder is in its middle position, it is similar in geom-

etry to the Caterpillar 2158 excavator. However, during the simulation stuclies

link 4 was free to move.

Figtrres 4.70, 4.7I,4.12 and 4.13 compare the experimental and simulation

joint velocity trajectories. The swing velocity obtained from simulation shows

1
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good agreement with the experimental swing velocity. The slight difference in

swing velocity (Figure 4.10) may be due to the filtering of the end-effector velocity

that was input to the simulation program. The difference in the plots for boom and

stick velocities (Figures 4.11 ancl4.12) are due to the movement of the fourth link

which was free to move in the simulation. As is seen in the plots, on an average,

the simulation program generated lower joint velocities than the experimental

results.

Figures 4.L4, 4.L5 and 4.16 compare the joint displacements obtained through

simulation with those from experimental studies. Referring to Figure 4.15 the

simulation resulted in a reduced movement of the boom compared to the experi-

mental data. Similarly the stick movement was less in simulation. The simulation

proglam moved the extender instead, which reclucecl the movements of the other

joints. It can be notecl that the swing displacement are similar in both cases. This

is due to the fact that redunclancy has no effect on the swing joint. All the joints

exhibited motion within the joint limits.

Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 show the resulting end-effector positions from

both simulations ancl experimental stuclies. The two follow closely.

50
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(Ezperiment)

51

Figure 4.9: Various views of experimental path trajectory
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Figure 4.10: Swing velocity (simulation vs. experiment).
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Figure 4.14: Swing clisplacement (simulation vs. experiment).
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4.3 Comparison to other Joint Limit Avoidance Criteria

In this Section the performance of the different cliteria Ht, Hz, Hs and Ha

discussed in Section 3.3 are compared. All the criteria were tested by subjecting

them to the same taslç as outlined in Section 4.1. Figure 4.3 shows the end-effector

position and Figure 4.4 shows the end-effector velocity generated during this taslc.

//l and -F12 criteria are both linear with f/z having a higher gradient. Applying the

scaling factor k (see Section 3.4.3), l/1 and H2 will ultimately result in proclucing

the same optimization, theleby proclucing similar joint motions. As a result only

the results obtained for f/r are included here. Also as already outlined in Sections

4.1 ancl 4.2, the redundancy of Spyder has no effect on the swing joint motion.

Therefore the results for the swing joint are similar for all the cases and hence are

not presentecl.

Figures 4.2I, 4.22 and 4.23 show the joint velocities of the Boom, Sticlç and

Extencler. Criterion .F/1 generated smooth joint velocities but were iess capable

of avoiding joint limits. On the other hand criterion f/3 efectively avoided joint

limits but it generated less smooth joint velocities.

Figure 4.24 shows the motion of the boom for all four criteria. The joint

range for the boom (see Table a.3) is from -20" to 60o. It is clear from the

figure that performance criterion 11r was not able to avoid the upper joint from

reaching its limit. Other two criteria successfully avoided the joint limits. Note

that I{ generates linear gradient and therefore has the least joint limit avoidance

capability.
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Figure 4.25: Stick displacement.
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Figure 4.26: Extencler displacement.
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Figure 4.25 shows the motion of the stick. The joint lange for the stick joint

is from -I45" lo -45o. Again it is noted that performance criterion É11 was not

able to avoid the upper joint limit. All other criteria successfully avoided the joint

limits.

Figure 4.26 shows the motion of the extender. The joint range for the extender

isfrom 0.ImtoL.7m. All performancecriteriasuccessfullyavoided the joint limits.

Criterion É13 utilized the extender more, in comparison to other performance

criteria. Near the 13¿h sec. the upward change in the extender motion was to

prevent the stick from reaching its joint limit of -140".

In general criterion .I/a producecl smooth joint velocities while preventing the

joint limits. In fact, performance criterion Ha is configulable and can simulate

the properties of all the criteria from ,F11 to Hs. This will be shown in the next

section.

4.4 Effect "f (,ó)

Referring to Equation (3.26), a value of Q :0 represents no optimization.

This is equivalent to the minimum-noÌm least squares solution outlined in Equa-

tion (3.4). A high value of /, for example d > 100 represents a situation when

the maximum possible joint limit avoidance can be attained. In orcler to show the

effect of þ, an arbitrary path similar to the one cliscussecl in Section 4.1 was simu-

lated, using //a criterion and clifferent values of þ. The path points v/et'e purposely

chosen to be very close to wolkspace boundaries of the Spycler to clemonstrate the

effect of r/.
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Figure 4.29: Boom displacenient for different values of {.
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Figure 4.33: Extender displacement for different values of /.
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Figures 4.27 and 4.28 show the end-effector position and velocity components

for this path. Figures 4.29, 4.3I and 4.33 show the joint displacements for boom,

stick and extender, respectively. The joint limit avoidance capability of the cri-

terion at different values of / can be seen from these figures. Smaller rf performs

better; and does not result in abrupt changes in velocity profiie. However very low

rf would not aliow the joint to recover from the joint iimit as fast as possible. Dur-

ing the course of this study it was observed that values of / € [5, 15] gave results

comparable to experimental observations. A value of Q x 5 gave smoother joint

velocities while a value of S x' 15 increased the joint limit avoidance capability at

the expense of greater variation in the velocity profile.

Figures 4.30, 4.32 and 4.34 show the joint velocities for the above case. Con-

sidering both joint limit avoidance and the velocity generatecl, it is clear that, for

lower value of r/ smoother joint velocities are generated.
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4.5 Control over Individual Joint Motionr (a)

o¿ in Equation 3.51 is a rveighing factor for joint i. Equal values of. a¿ (i,.e.

d¿ : I) give equal weights to all the joints. In such a ca,se, for a specific end-

effector velocity all the joints are likely to move equally and their movement is

only dependent upon their current position. A relatively higher value of o¿ makes

the joint z' less likely to move as compared to other joints and keeps the joint near

its mid-range.

This section demonstrates the use of a to restrict the reiative movement of

one oÌ more joints by assigning a relatively high value to the corresponding a.

Same taslc as in Section 4.4 (see Figures 4.27 and 4.28) was used ancl e4, f.or

extender joint was changed, keeping the other joints equally mobile (i.e. o¿ : 1

for i I 4). Performance criterion .[/a was usecl with ó: L0. Figures 4.35, 4.37

and 4.39 show the joint clisplacements fol different values of aa. As seen in Figure

4.39, a higher value of oa compared to o2 and a3 keeps the extender near the mid-

position while a lower value makes the extender more active in contributing to the

encl-effector positioning. Figures 4.36, 4.38 and 4.40 show the joint velocities for

clifferent values of aa. A higher value of oa generated lower ancl more graclually

changing extenclel veiocity.

Any individual link can be macle more active or passive by giving a lower or

higher value of o¿ r'espectively. The inclusion of this property to the scheme can

enhance the stability of the excavators by making the heavier links such as boom,

siuggish. This is expected to recluce the effect due to dynamics of moving very
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Figure 4.35: Boom displacement for different values of aa.
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Figure 4.36: Boom angular velocity for different values of. aa.
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large links, thereby increasing the stability of the operation. Furthermore, the

mobility of the machine can be introduced in the inverse kinematic solution by

giving a very high value to corresponding a¿. This will move the machine only if it

is absolutely necessary, for example when the commanded position is outside the

normal workspace of the machine. A processor can be introduced in the control

loop to aid the operator in selection of appropriate motions.
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CONCLUDING REMAR,KS

Construction, forestry and mining industries utilize heavy-duty manipulator-

like machines such as excavators and feller-bunchers. The present operation and

control of these machines are very much operator dependent and require significant

visual feedback, judgment and skill. This thesis forms part of an investigation

which is aiming at enhancing the operation of these machines. One objective is

to replace the multi-lever joint control with a single-joysticl< control. This type of

contlol which is referred to as "coordinated-motion control" has proven to make

the operation safer, less stressful and more productive.

A class of these machines contain redundant linhages. Although inverse kine-

matic solution is trivial for non-redunclant manipulators, it may become very

complex for redundant manipulators especially when the redundancy is to be ef-

ficiently utilized to deal with some particular problems. The focus of this thesis

was on the clevelopment of a real-time solution to the inverse kinematics of such

class of machines cluring coorclinated-motion control.

A new performance criterion wa,s developecl which successfully avoided the

joints fi'om reaching their limits ancl at the same time generatecl smooth joint

motions. An efficient graclient projection optimization techniclue was aclopted

for numerical solutions. The algorithm proved to be computationally fast and

suitable for real-time applications. The scheme also included the machine's power
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limitations. Loading and coupled actuation were considered to generate efficient

joint motions for the requirecl taslç.

The joint limit avoidance capability of the scheme \¡/as verified using a four

degree-of-freedom reclundant excavator machine, a Spyder by Kaiser. The suit-

ability of the technique was further validated by comparing the simulation results

with the experimental data obtained from an instrumented Caterpillar 2158 exca-

vator. While operating in a coordinated-mode, the simulations generated similar

joint motions as an experienced operator would generate using a joint-mocle con-

trol.

The performance criterion developed in this study was also compared with

the previously developed criteria. It was shown that the proposed criterion can

be configurecl to produce clifferent levels of smoothness in joint velocity profiles

or, joint limit avoiclance capability. Previously clevelopecl criteria were shown to

be special cases of the one cleveloped in this thesis.

Finally, it was discussed that by the appropriate selection of weighting factors

introduced in the formulation, any joint can be made more active or sluggish.

This allows one to scale the relative movements of inclividual linlçs to enhance the

machine stability or operation worirspace. Lighter linlçs can be made more active

than the heavier links to reduce the vibrations and to increase the stability of the

machine.

Future work may include introducing the machine mobility in the inverse

lcinematic solution by inclucling the base motion.
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APPENDIX A

KINEMATICS OF KAISER SPYDER

.A..1- Homogeneous Transforrnations

The four-degree-of-freedom Spyder manipulator, shown in Figure 2.1, is as-

signed four coordinate frames associated with each of the four joints of the ma-

nipulator as shown in Figure A..1. Using the Denavit-Hartenberg notation ancl

letting coordinate frame (i) be the frame associated with the i¿ä joint, the posi-

tion and orientation of frame (z) relative to frame (, - 1) can be represented by

the homogeneous transformation Al-lgiven by the following (4 x 4) matrix (Paul

1e81):

A;-':

cos d¡ - sin 9¿ cos o¿ sin d¿ sin o¿ 0,¿ cos 0¡

sind¿ cosái cosoi - cos 0¿sina¿ a¿sin0¿

0 sin cv¿ cos cv¿ cl¿

0001

(A 1)

where

o ø¿ is the link length

o a¿ is the twist angle

o d,¿ is the distance between linlcs

o d¿ is the angle between links

The first three columns oflA1-1 represent the coorclinate transformation that

specifies the orientation of frame (i) relative to frame (i - 1) wliiie the fourth
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Figure 4.1: iVlanipulator coordinate frames.

Table 4.1: I(inematic Parameters for Jacobian of Spyder

column represents the position of frame (i) relative to frame (i - 1).

The Denavit-Haltenberg parameters for the coordinate frames associated

with all joints are listecl in Table 4.1. The homogeneous transformations as-

sociated with all four joints of the Spycler are determinecl by substituting the

parameters listecl in the table into (4.1) An intermediate coorclinate frame (la)

is used to account for the fact that linl<l is not collinear with the r¡ axis. Two

other intermecliate coorclinate frames (3ø) and (3ó) are used to properly hanclle the

transition from the revolute joint (3) to the prismatic joint (a). The homogeneous

80

z3a

joint Lin
't,

la Swing-l

A¿

ßes
-90

0
0

0
90
0

0

0,¿

('',-

0
2800

0
0

0
0

2

mm)

50
0

0
0

1400
100 to 1100)

2

1 (Unbouncled
0

02 (-20 to 60)
90 + d3 (-1a5 to -a5)

0

0

0

1 Swing-2
2 Boom
3a Stick-1
3b Stick-2
3 Stick-3
4 Extender d,a
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transformations are given as following:

41., :

Al : A!" Al":

c1 0 sr atcl

s1 0 -cr (r1sl

010 0

00 0 1

c2 -s2 0 a2c2

32 c2 0 a2s2

0010

0001
-s3 -cs 0 0

c3-s300

0 0 10

0 0 01

100 0

010 0

00rda,

0001

SPYDER

i00 0

010 0

00rdt

0001

00

-1 0

00

01

81

, Ai":

c1 0 sr oae * d,1s1

,e1 0 -cr o,1s1 - d4c1

0100

00 0 1

A7" :

A3 : A3" A|i A3' :

^;:

Aåi:

10

00

01
00

A3o:

100 0

010 0

00Lds

0001
-s3 0 c¡ aSCg

cg 0 ss &Jss

010 0

0 00 1

Al: (A 2)
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where ci : cos 0¿ and s¿ : sin 0¿. s¿j : sin(d¿ * d¡) and c¿j : cos(Qt * 0¡).

4.2 Determination of the Jacobian (Cartesian Coordi-
nates)

The Jacobian relating the joint angular velocities and the end effector ve-

locity of a four-link manipulator with the first three joints being revolute and

the last joint being prismatic, can be determined using the vector cross product

method (Fu eú a1.,1987):

I
I

J(O) : 
I "o 

* opn zt x rpq zz x 2p,+

L

where z¿-1 is the unit vector along the axis of rotation or slicli

Vectors Zo, zI, 22, and zg àîe given by

"r]

ng of

, (A.3)

the z¿r' joint.

,,:l:l , z,:22:
l,l H],anc,,:1"! ,"j4

The vector ipa is the position vector from the origin of the ¿''ä coordinate frame

to the 4¿h coorclinate frame. The x symbol clenotes the cross procluct operator.

The vectors 0p¿, lpa, and 2p4 are given by

f atct + dtst * a2c1c2 I asc1c6 I tlaclc2sl

opn : 
l. 

'"' * o'"'"),r'ï,:,::";^:r: * n"'*' 

l
f o'2c1c2 ! asqc2s I daecyl

'pn : I orrr", i asslc2s + ¿nrr""rl

l" orrr l a3s2s * d,¿szs l
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'pn :

For the four-degree-of-freedom Spyder, the Jacobian ofthe end-effector trans-

lationai velocity J1 is given by

-[a1s1 - d1c1{ -c1(a2s2 * atszt * dq.szt) -c1(a3s23 I t]aszt)
s 1(ø2c2 * asczs I d.ac23)l

arcr * drsr* -s1(a2s2 * atszt * d.¿szt) -s1(a3s23 * d¿sz¡)
q(a2c2*ascztIdac23)

&2c2 + asczz + d4c23 a\czz + d,4c23 s23

.A..3 Jacobian for Cylindrical Coordinates

In the case when operator is present on the machine the joystick is sampled

in cylinclrical coordinates. This can be achieved by clivicling the workspace into

two parts, a vertical plane ancl rotation of this plane about a vertical axis (see

Figure 4.2). If 'left/right' motion of the joystick is assigned to the rotation of

the machine (d1) about a veÌtical axis, only two variables (r? and Z) ar.e left to

be controlled in the verticai plane by utilizing the three links boom, stick and

extender. The jacobian can then be formulated using only three links. Various

coordinate frames are show in Figure 4.3. All the steps for fincling the jacobian

are similar to Section 4.2. The jacobian in this case reduces to:

83

T:"!'j':l'i,":,':l'l

J,:

Jn: | -(n¡ * rla)s2s - azs2

I

L -(o¡ * da)cy - &zc2

-(or + ds)tzt "rtf
-(o* + d+)czs ,z¡J
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Figure 4.2: Manipulator in Cylindrical Coordinates

84

Figure 4.3: Ntlanipulator coolclinate frames in cylindrical coordinates.



APPENDIX B

COMPAR,ISON OF PER,FOR,MANCE CR,ITER,IA
FOR, EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this Section, the new performance criterion is evaluated with respect to

the existing criteria for the experimental data (see Section 3.3. All criteria gen-

erated deferent joint motions given the same end-effector motion. As mentioned

previously the redundancy considered for 2158 Caterpillar has no effect on the

swing joint motion. Therefore the results for the swing joint are similar for all the

cases and hence are not includecl.
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